Ayesha Salim

LYING, SATANIC CRIMINAL VERMIN
See OVERVIEW and EXTORTION

Note that, 6 months BEFORE the 15.07.02 (TOTALLY UNSUPPORTED)
demand of £736,200 (US$882,000) - in her 21.12.01 letter to the
Jefferson House leaseholders, Joan Hathaway, MRICS, MRJ, wrote:
"We have to state that the sum quoted may be exceeded due to
disbursements but these will be of a minor nature. Sufficient funds are
held to cover the cost of the works within the Reserve Fund"

LIE. I did
NOT. Ladsky
DID. Re.
challenging
HIS
application to
the LVT - see
p64, last pg
of report: I
HAD THE
LEGAL
RIGHT TO
DO THIS but it did not
suit him

Who were
BULLIED into
paying an
amount they
DID NOT
owe

CROOKS!

Another LIE,
as the amount
was the same
at 24 June 03

see MRJ letter of 7 June 2001 to the leaseholders stating that the
fund WOULD be used - as it should be - see LVT point 59, pg 12
"Notionally" = Ladsky did NOT take it into account for my fellow
leaseholders

It opted to include the contingency fund allowance, in spite
of:
Having previously argued (Silverstone's 7 August 2003
letter) against the tribunal's view (point 59 of the 17 June
2003 LVT report) that its client was under no obligation to
use the contingency fund
I believe the reason it did this was because I had flaggedup the 7 June 2001 letter from Joan Hathaway, MRICS,
Martin Russell Jones, in which she specifically stated that
the contingency fund would be used as contribution
As explained in the section on CKFT - it-its client and his
other racketeering 'puppet', Martin Russell Jones did NOT
take the contingency fund into account for - at least - the
majority of the other leaseholders (as the majority endedup paying the full amount demanded 'by' Joan Hathaway in
'her' 15.07.02 letter)
= IT AMOUNTS TO A £500,000+ FRAUD.

NOT TRUE: This 'offer', which in fact was a ‘pre-action’ offer (the LVT report had
NOT been implemented) was NOT compliant with CPR Rules as defined by Lord
Woolf’s in e.g. Ford v GKR Construction Ltd [2000] 1 All ER 802 - as I was NOT
supplied with the information necessary for me to assess it.

The ORGANISED CRIME MAFIA scare tactics - reinforced by my
'advisor' Lisa McLean, Piper Smith Basham - who was batting for
Andrew Ladsky

